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WISDOM FROM CORN MOTHER  

     Welcome friends- to the first of what I hope to be many, Sacred 
Plant Wisdom Newsletters!  In this inaugural volume, we will be 
journeying to Corn- who to me appears as a great nurturing Mother 
spirit, deeply connected to the land and the Earth.  Corn has been in 
relationship with humans for many thousands of years- throughout 
cultures of the Americas, and with time, throughout the world.     
Corn - as well known as it is- has much wisdom to offer us; that has 
been forgotten, neglected or maligned by modern industrial cultures.  
Many native cultures, especially in the Southwest where I live, 
maintain a strong spiritual relationship with the corn they grow and 
live by.  Why the disconnect?  What have we forgotten?  What may be 
gained by reclaiming this sacred relationship?

    My hope, and what the Spirit of Corn Mother has asked of me is to begin to weave the threads of a return 
to wholeness and right relationship with Corn; in my own life, and within our culture, which has so viciously 
degraded and forgotten the sacred nature of Corn, and many other plant medicines besides.
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"There are six colours of corn: yellow, white, blue, black, 
red and speckled. And each colour stands for a direction: 
north, south, east, and west, up and down...White is for the 
east, where the sun rises, and the blue is for the west. In a 
ceremony, when they're about to blow tobacco smoke and 
incense to the six directions, they sing the song of corn and 
growth, and here is one:

Ha-o, my mother, ha-o, my mother, 
Due west, blue corn ear, my mother,
Due eastward, blooming blue-bird flower, 
Decorate our faces, bless us with flowers, 
Thus being face-decorated, 
Being blessed with flowers, 
We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted. 
Ha-o, my mother, ha-o, my mother. 
Due east, white corn ear, my mother, 
Due south, red corn ear, 
Due northward, blooming maiden blossom, 
Due above, black corn ear, my mother. 
Due downward, blooming sunflower, 

I invite you to listen to the recording below- from a live 
Ceremony to honor and heal the sacred relationship with corn.
Why Sacred Corn? by Darcey Blue

Traditional Stories and Wisdom

Zuni Creation Story and Origin of Corn

Hopi Blue Corn Maiden and the Coming of Winter

“Corn Prayer” by Tony Abetya

Zuni Corn Maiden- Robert Cachini

http://www.blueturtlebotanicals.com
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http://www.manataka.org/page787.html
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http://www.firstpeople.us/FP-Html-Legends/Blue_Corn_Maiden_And_The_Coming_Of_Winter-Hopi.html
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Wisdom From Corn 
Mother

Wisdom from Corn comes to you this week 
via an mp3 download for you to enjoy and 
listen to at your convenience.  All the 
information and sharing that is included in 
this recording comes from my time spent 
working with corn as a plant ally and helper, 
and during journey work specifically to the 
Spirit of Corn, asking what she wanted to 
share with you at this time.  This is in no 
way gospel or fixed.  As each of us has our 
unique relationship and communication with 
each plant helper.  Use this to begin your 
own journeys, as food for thought, or as 
exploration into a familiar friend in a new way.  Take your own journey’s (see below) and 
create your own relationship and sharing with the spirit of Corn.    Good Journeys!

Wisdom from Corn Mother w/ Darcey Blue
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Due below, sweet corn ear, my mother, 
Due upward, blooming, all kinds of flowers." 

Agnes Dill, Isleta Pueblo
http://www.great-spirit-mother.org/_/corn_mother_creation_story.htm

http://shamanaflora.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/sacred-plant-wisdom-newsletter-_-wisdom-from-corn.mp3
http://shamanaflora.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/sacred-plant-wisdom-newsletter-_-wisdom-from-corn.mp3
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Journey & Guided Meditation to Corn 

     Everyone will have their own unique relationship with all plants, including Corn.  I can 
share what she has given to me through journey and working together as medicine, as 
offering, as food, as part of my daily practice , but I highly encourage you to develop 
and deepen your own relationship with Corn, and all the plants we will be sharing here.  

      I’ve included below mp3 files of a shamanic drumming track and a guided meditation 
for you to use to open up your own communication and relationship with Corn- as 
teacher, wisdom keeper, ancestor, mother, medicine, and food.  
A “Journey” using shamanic drumming is a technique to open up the non logical, 
dreaming mind to the collective wisdom of creation in the spirit realm, to your own inner 
wisdom, and to helping spirits and ancestors of many kinds.  Unlike some forms of 
meditation, instead of emptying your mind of all thoughts, you allow the beat of the 
drum to bring you into a theta brain wave state, and follow the dreaming mind into the 
inner world or spirit world.  This technique is not based only in one spiritual tradition, but 
is a skill and birthright of human beings all over the planet.  Everyone can do this- you 
don’t need to be an initiated “shaman” to tap into this wisdom available to you 
personally- to gather wisdom and healing from your own personal guides, inner wisdom, 
ancestors, and the spirits of the land you live on, and of course, the plants.
In a shamanic journey you seat yourself or lay down, some prefer a dark room or a cloth 
over the eyes, and you begin to listen  to the drum.  Allow yourself to be carried by the 
drum, into a tunnel, a hole in the ground or a tree trunk or a cave.  When you reach the 
other side of the opening, you will be in the “shamanic state of awareness” and can 
contact and communicate with your helpers.  I find it helpful to ask a very clear question 
or a make a clear request. “ I would like to receive guidance and wisdom that the spirit of 
Corn has for me at this time.”  
You may see images, hear words or sounds, feel emotions, recall memories, or feel 
sensations in your body- all valid forms of communication from the plant world in the 
shamanic/spirit realm.  Allow the journey to continue, without judgement or worry that 
you are “making it up.”, until you hear the drum change rhythm.  This is your signal to 
return to your conscious mind and normal waking state.  Take as long as you need, when 
you open your eyes, drink a glass of water, and record your experience in a journal.   
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Shamanic journeys are much like dreams and are easily forgotten, so I find it best to write 
it all down right away and then interpret it as needed.

You may choose to take the journey to the spirit of corn, or just use the guided 
meditation, or both.  

Guided Meditation to Corn Mother

Shamanic Drumming Journey to Corn

Journal and Integration Questions

• What is my current relationship 
to Corn?  

• What would I like my 
relationship to Corn to be 
like?

• What specific things can I do 
to shift my relationship to 
Corn in a more sacred way?

• Corn Medicine helps us to 
connect to the deep, 
nourishing energy of the 
Earth- how can my relationship with Corn help me connect more deeply with Earth?

• What does the spirit of Corn ask of me as an individual? Are there any practices, 
offerings or education I need to begin or do?  
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• How can I begin to bring an aspect of healing to the relationship with corn on a societal 
level? Within my family, my immediate community of friends/peers, my town or city, or 
globally? 

• How can consuming Corn as a food in a sacred, conscious manner improve my 
relationship with all foods that I eat?

• What gifts has Corn already given me in my life?

• How can I show my gratitude and honor to Corn for the gifts, lessons and wisdom she 
has shared with me thus far?

Using Corn Medicine in your Life
Here are some suggestions for beginning to use Corn medicine in your life.
• Use Corn Flower Essence to help connect with the Earth  “alignment with the Earth, 

through the body, feet, grounded presence, especially in urban environments when 
not immediately close to nature” - FES Repertory

• Grow healthy, organic and heirloom varieties of corn in your garden/farm and save 
seeds.

• Use Cornmeal or corn pollen as an offering to other plants when gathering or during 
ceremony or prayer for healing.

• Cook with whole, organic, unrefined, and traditional forms of corn.  Be conscious of 
the corn products you buy commercially.  Try organic corn masa, sprouted corn 
tortillas, posole, home soaked/fermented corn to be made into bread or soup, organic 
corn meal, make fermented corn beer “Chicha”.  Consider weather or not the forms of 
corn you consume today are appropriate, safe and sound.  

• Use Corn Silk, preferably grown on your own sacred corn crop, as a tea or tincture as 
a nourishing tonic and soothing demulcent for the kidneys and urinary tract.  

• Learn about more traditional ways of preparing Corn- including nixtamalizing, 
fermenting, and soaking.

• Always say a prayer of gratitude to the spirit of Corn before consuming corn in your 
meals
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• Educate others about the benefits of healing and growing and using safe, organic, 
traditional forms of corn.  (A tall order, but activism starts small, at home, and in your 
community.  Corn has told me that she has the power to help all of humanity, around 
the world, heal our food system, precisely because she is soooo widespread, and a 
staple of many cultures, and is also being used/abused to abuse and subjugate other 
peoples.  If all the world can unite in the cause of healing Corn- our food system will 
change.  This is my hope, my duty to Corn, to help this movement go forward, in 
whatever way I can as individual- starting by reaching out to you- and you reaching out 
to your communities.  )

• Please share other ways you come up with to honor and respect and include corn in 
your life in a sacred, whole way.  I would love to hear about them!

Recipes:
Blue Corn Atole

This is a thick, hot corn based 
beverage, sweetened and 
spiced, from Mexico.
 If you like you can add  2-3 
oz raw cacao for a variation 
called “Champurrado”.  The 
recipe is flexible and you can 
make it as thick or as sweet as 
you like.  I have made a few 
additions to the recipe like 
eggs and butter which aren’t 
traditional but increase the 
nutrient value of the drink. 

1/2 cup blue corn meal, 
toasted (traditional use masa, 
what is used to make tortillas- or use fine yellow corn meal if blue is not available)
3 c water
1/8 tsp salt
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2-3 tbsp honey (traditional use is piloncillo, or brown sugar.  You can also use molasses 
to add richness to the flavor.)
1/2 tsp cinnamon

1 tsp vanilla extract or a pinch of vanilla bean powder
1 clove
pinch of fresh nutmeg
pinch of cayenne (or more if you like it hot)
1/4 tsp orange zest (optional)
1 egg yolk, beaten
1 tsp butter, ghee or coconut oil
2oz cacao (optional)

In a sauce pan, gently toast the cornmeal until just turning light brown.  Watch carefully, 
and do not burn!  Remove from heat immediately.
Add water in a thin stream and whisk constantly over low heat until no lumps remain and 
it begins to thicken. Add more water if you want it to be thinner.
Add spices, salt and orange zest, and cacao if using, and whisk until mixed thoroughly.
Add honey to taste, and stir in butter and egg yolk while whisking constantly.
Serve warm. 
Other additions- pureed fruit, mesquite meal, acorn meal, ground, toasted nuts.  Use 
your intuition and use what you like.  And of course, this will lend itself well to delicious 
herbal decoctions or powdered adapotgenic herbs in the mix as well.  Astragalus licorice 
decoction, or powdered ashwaganda or shatavari.  Get creative!
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Dear Friend,
I sincerely hope that you have enjoyed this little journey we’ve gone on, exploring the Medicine 
that the Corn plant has for us and our world today- and this has opened your relationship to 
this sacred plant ally in a new and deeper way.  

The plants have always been my deepest, wisest teachers- about the way of things, about how 
to be in the world, how to heal my own pain and suffering, and how to bring more beauty and 
sacred awareness into my own life and the world around me.  The healing of the plant medicines 
goes far beyond the active constituents, the energetic and herbal actions on the physical body.  
Plants are wise beyond our wildest dreams, in ways that even I can barely grasp with my human 
mind, but I know in my heart, that most powerful organ and spirit center of perception and 
wisdom, that they have so much to share with us and teach us, about physical health, but even 
more so about emotional and spiritual health, about relationship with spirit and with the 
beautiful Earth mother that we all share and live on.  It is my hope that these newsletters will help 
us all, myself included, connect even more deeply with the wisdom and medicine these earth allies 
offers us if we only open up to listen.
  
This is as much of a journey for me as it is for each of you.  For each upcoming issue  I will ask the 
plants who wants to come forth , I will journey to each plant specifically to share with me what it 
wishes to share at this time, which may be different in two years, or from two weeks ago.  Each 
newsletter is unique to the moment in which it is born- what the world is experiencing and what 
the plants bring forth.  I don’t claim to be any sort of expert on this matter.  Really it is all about 
our own relationship to the Earth and the plants, and I hope that through this offering- the 
journeys, the meditations, the stories, the journal questions, and practices- you can deepen and 
forge your own powerful, sacred and unique relationships. 
This is work I feel deeply called to in my heart and spirit, even more than crafting medicine and 
writing another monograph- the work of connecting deeply with the world in a sacred way, and 
helping others to do so for themselves.  The Plants are my teachers and the bridge I chose to 
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use in this life for this work.  There are many pathways.  This one is a beautiful and rewarding 
one.  

I am offering you, for the next six months- 12 issues ( two each month) of Sacred Plant Wisdom- 
with journeys, journalling, recordings and more for just  $29.99.  These newsletters will come in a 
PDF downloadable format, and the mp3 recordings and information can be used at any time - 
and will be available to you to keep forever.  These newsletters will be the perfect supplement to 
any herbal study, deepening practice of nature awareness and/or spiritual/soul work.   This 
isn’t an organized course with assignments and feedback given, but there will be a private forum 
for subscribers to share and discuss their experiences with each other, and I will be taking part 
alongside and sharing what I have experienced as well in the forum.  

If you enjoyed this issue, and want to continue with this work in your own life, with the plants, I 
encourage you to subscribe today, the price of 6 months of the Sacred Plant Wisdom 
Newsletter, is a huge deal!  I will be making each 
issue available individually for those not 
subscribed, but I will let you know now, that by 
subscribing, you will be saving around 50% off 
the price of buying each issue as it comes out 
individually!  

Subscriptions at this low price  ($29.99) to 6 
months of the the Sacred Plant Wisdom 
Newsletter are open now- until Feb 15, 2013.    
After that time, the first 12 issues will be available 
as individually purchased issues. 

If you are ready to get your first 6 months of the 
newsletter today- please subscribe!

Thank you for allowing me to share this 
beautiful work with you this year- may you be 
blessed with abundance, joy, good health and sacred wisdom and connection!
Love,
Darcey Blue
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